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OOPS! YOU LOOK A LITTLE LOST!
But don't panic and leave just yet - we've got loads of awesome resources to help you learn Tarot.
WHAT DO YOU WANT TO DO NEXT?
  
LEARN THE TAROT BASICS





READ TAROT FOR YOURSELF & OTHERS





GROW YOUR INTUITIVE BUSINESS











  Got questions? Or can't find what you’re looking for?  Contact Us 
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Make 2024 Your Best Year Yet With The...
2024 Biddy Tarot Planner
 Buy Now







 Soul Meditations
Harness the wisdom of the Major Arcana with 22 guided meditations. Here’s what you’ll get:
	20-minute guided meditations for each of the 22 Major Arcana cards
	Easily downloadable visualizations that you can listen to on any device, anywhere life takes you
	150+ page Soul Meditations Guidebook

Plus, Bonus Material:
	40-minute Fool’s Journey meditation + guidebook
	22 Creative Ways to Connect with the Major Arcana


 X 

 eBook: Tarot Card Meanings Workbook
Create a deeply intuitive and personal connection to the Tarot cards with your very own Tarot Card Meanings Workbook. Here’s what you’ll find inside the workbook:
	Guidance for how to uncover personal meanings for each of the Tarot Cards
	Worksheets for each card, with space to record personal keywords, Tarot card symbolism, upright and reversed meanings, and interpretations for love, work, career, finance, well-being and spirituality
	Images of the 78 Rider-Waite Tarot cards to deepen your understanding of their symbolism

Plus, Bonus:
	Blank Tarot Card Keyword Chart to create your very own quick-reference guide
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 eBook: The Ultimate Guide to Tarot Card Meanings
Here’s what you’ll find inside for every card in the deck:
	Images and detailed descriptions
	Comprehensive upright and reversed Tarot Card meanings
	Deeper insights and meanings that speak to common life situations (relationships, career, work, finances, spirituality, personality, health, and well-being)
	Quick-reference keywords for upright and reversed meanings
	Journal Prompts and quotes to broaden your perspective
	Interpretations for Tarot Card combinations to help you understand how different cards can be interpreted together

Plus, these Bonus Chapters to expand your knowledge:
	A Quick-Start Guide to Tarot and Numerology
	Reading with Reversed Tarot Cards
	Reading Tarot for Yourself
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 Tarot 101
Start doing deep, accurate readings TODAY with this step-by-step accelerated program for beginners.
Here’s what you’ll discover inside Tarot 101:
	What Tarot really is (and how to confidently talk about it)
	How to choose a Tarot deck you instantly connect with
	What to ask the cards (and what NOT to)
	How to quickly read any Tarot card, no memorization required
	How to get clear, accurate guidance from the cards, every time
	How to read multiple cards together in a spread for detailed, meaningful insights
	Easy and powerful spread examples that you can start using right away

Learn Tarot in 3 Easy Steps:
	Watch 10 bite-sized lessons to quickly learn how to read the cards
	Practice and apply your new skills with fun activities at the end of each lesson
	Download your Tarot 101 resources PDF to use as a reference anytime you need
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Before you go, did you see your special offer?
Show Me

 × 

Couldn’t Find A Time That Suits YOU?
Register Your Details For Any Session And We’ll Send You The Replay Shortly After.
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Sacred Workshop Coming Soon


Free Registration Opens on April 29


Back to BiddyTarot.com
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 Learn the Card Meanings


 Contact Our Help Desk
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